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Deciding on when to buy tickets has been a timely topic for consumers with the advance of secondary ticket market 
providers and myriads of deals available. As rational decision agents, consumers not only want to secure the product 
but also want to purchase at a competitive rate (Hantula, 2012). If you decide to buy early, it is not only time 
efficient but are also more likely to avoid the risk of sellout early on. However, the earliest priced deal may 
sometimes not be the cheapest option in the long run and offers little scheduling flexibility. The waiting strategy, on 
the other hand, entails more informed decision-making with price comparisons and opportunities for last minute 
discount deals. Yet, this deal seeking process requires more cognitive effort and concurrently invites higher 
uncertainty; for instance, there is a chance of complete sellout for specific high demand events, which may be a huge 
loss for sport fans who strongly seek to attend the event. 
 
Theoretically, consumers are faced with an optimization problem involving largely two competing economic forces 
of uncertainty in the temporal decision: competition and the opportunity cost of waiting (Green and Myerson, 
2004). Dwyer, Drayer, and Shapiro (2013) first examined these concepts in the sport marketing context and 
emphasized on two subjective risk factors fans use to evaluate temporal uncertainty; the authors measured and 
showed that consumers’ expected likelihood of ticket availability (ETA) and expected likelihood of finding better 
deals (ELR) significantly decreased as time drew closer to the event.  
 
In addition, consumers’ perceived ETA and ELR were also found to be largely affected by their fan involvement 
(Dwyer et al., 2013). Presented with the same purchase scenario, sport fans tend to view sellout risks to be higher 
and held the belief that they would not be able to find better deals by waiting. These empirical findings further 
accentuate the idea that the judgmental process of the temporal choice (to buy or wait for later) may essentially be 
biased. The strategic approach on when to buy may vary across different consumer groups and may be reasoned by 
a simplistic heuristic decision rule (Gigerenzer and Goldstein, 1996).  
 
Hence, this study aims to directly test the effects of competition and opportunity cost on consumers’ purchase 
decision through a series of real choice experiments. 
 
RQ1. How does information presentation on competition and opportunity cost impact consumer’s likelihood to 
book early? 
 
RQ2. Do sport fans/casual fans selectively rely on one dominant factor over the other when faced with competing 
cues of uncertainty? 
 
To examine these research questions, 120 undergraduate students from a university in the Northeast were recruited 
to log into to a simulated website, and book NCAA March Madness 1st round game tickets at the best rate they can 
find. The experimental study gave participants 3 days to log into the website and book tickets at the lowest price 
possible. Participants were informed that the website may increase or decrease the quoted ticket prices depending on 
the remaining supply of tickets and game demand. In addition, it was emphasized that if tickets sold out (i.e., if all 
seats were fully booked), subjects would be unable to buy their tickets. Allowed just one login per day (each day 
represented one week in the ticket purchase scenario), the participant could choose to either ‘purchase now’ or ‘wait 
for a better deal’. Once a booking decision was made, search and switch was not permitted as participants were no 
longer allowed to access the reservation website.  
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To ensure a sample size enough for necessary statistical tests and post hoc comparisons of the study, a minimum of 
n =30 was required for each condition. A stratified sampling method based on the proportion of department majors 
of the academic institution was used in the process to ensure generalizability of the study results. If the maximum 
number of department major student quotas were filled, students from other departments were targeted in the 
recruitment process. All research participants went through a training session to ensure that they understood the 
assignment and operation of the online simulation experiment. Tickets to an NCAA game were given as an incentive 
for students who followed the guidelines and successfully completed the experimental task. 
 
A 2 (competition: high vs. low) × 2 (opportunity cost of waiting: high vs. low) experimental design was implemented 
where subjects were randomly assigned into the four treatment group conditions. Competition was manipulated 
through both graphics and verbal descriptions. In the high-level condition, a visual vignette of a seating chart and 
verbal statement of 10% seats remaining was provided, whereas in the low-level condition the seating chart and 
statement reflected that 50% seats were remaining. Opportunity cost was manipulated into two distinct scenario 
descriptions. The high level condition stated “lowest price offered in recent 30 days” along with a visual depicting 
higher prices quoted from alternative websites. The level condition stated “lower price deal found within recent 24 
hours” with links of similar priced deals were provided. As reference price was identified as a critical confounding 
factor that can skew the results of the experimental study (Chen & Schwarz, 2008), the initial offered price in each 
scenario was controlled to match the face value of the ticket.  
 
The dependent variable was whether to purchase or wait, a binomial logistic regression was conducted to examine 
the effects of sellout risk and opportunity cost on participant’s ticket purchase. The logistic regression was 
significant (χ2 [2] = 24.08, p < .001. Nagelkerke R2=. 253. Competition (eb= 1.60, p<.001) and opportunity cost (eb= 
-1.06, p<.05) were both significant predictors of early purchase. Competition increased the odds of purchase by 60% 
, while higher opportunity cost decreased the odds of purchase by 6%.  Furthermore, post hoc comparisons through 
chi-squared tests were conducted across all four conditions to compare significant differences purchase likelihood 
between NCAA fan and non-NCAA fan groups. 
 
In summary, when a large number of tickets were already shown to be booked respondent’s willingness to purchase 
significantly increased regardless of the possibility of finding better priced deals in the future. However, when the 
website displayed that many tickets were available, deal seeking behavior kicked in and information on opportunity 
costs of delaying purchase became an important factor. This effect was more apparent for non-NCAA casual fan 
groups. The authors intend to further discuss on potential targeted messaging strategies pertaining to ticket 
availability and opportunity costs at the SMA conference.  
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